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In this paper, a simple and high performance flux control 
scheme of induction motor is proposed. The flux in this drive 
is maintained constantly and controlled directly without any 
coupling to drive the induction motor like dc motor. The r ip  
ple current in this scheme is also bound using a double hys- 
teresis loop(or delta modulation) to control the flux and the 
stator current simultaneously. It is verified through the simula- 
tion that the drive system using these methods operate well and 
have good dynamics in near zero-speed as well. Lastly, the 
simulation results are proved by experiment. 

Introduction 

In many application area such as servo and rolling mill, 
the drive system is required to  have fast transient response and 
capability of operating near zero speed with full torque. For 
these purposes, cage type induction motor is attractive because 
of numerous merits, however, it is not easy to  obtain the good 
dynamics since the induction machine is non-linear coupled sys- 
tem with complex multivariables. 

The field oriented or vector control theories based on the 
synchronously rotating referenced d-q model of the machine can 
successfully solve the coupling problem[l]. In the dircct 
method of the vector control, the information of the rotor flux 
is necessary to  obtain the feedback signals whether it is com- 
puted or measured. In the indirect vector control method, the 
feedback signals (or command signals) are computed by means 
of the addition to  the mechanical position vector of the rotor 
and the command slip angle vector derived from the torque 
component current. All of these methods require an amount 
of computation such as complex coordinate transformations and 
phase conversions. In addition it is not easy to  find out the 
rotor flux vector accurately and instantaneously. In the direct 
vector control, not only the special machine is required because 
of sensing coil but the integration problem is included in near- 
zero speed, thus it is difficult for practical mnstruction[2]-[4]. 

On the other hand, the rotor flux sensing method using 
the stator quantities is also very difficult in near-zero speed 
because it also has the integration problem and the stator resis- 
tance error effects seriously in the calculation of the rotor flux. 
Indirect method deeply depends on the machine parameter and 
the dynamic performance become poor when the parameters are 
changed[5] . 

In this paper, a direct rotor flux control method which be 
able to  solve such problems is suggested. It is shown that the 
system operates well in near-zero speed with full torque. The 
merits of this scheme are verified through simulation results. 
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Fig. 1 A voltage source inverter for a 3-phase induction 
motor 

Mathmatical Model of Induction Motor 

A voltage source inverter for a 3-phase induction motor is 
shown in Fig. 1. The performance of the induction motor is 
analyzed with 3-phase variables in this paper. It is advanta- 
geous to  use the 3-phase variables in the machine equations 
since the proposed control algorithm can be directly applied. A 
mathematical model of a voltage fed induction motor 
developed in actual machine variables is used t o  analize and 
implement the proposed scheme. The rotor equations in terms 
of the rotor flux linkages VI, and stator current is refered to 
stationary reference frame are given by [6] 

arrriJ + A r Y ,  
d'Y, - =  

dt 
where ar = L,/L, 
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The phase voltages of the stator and the line voltages arc 
given by (4) and (5). 

di, d V r  

dt dr 
(4) v, = r,i, + uL,- + or- 

where vs = [vas vbs vcs]  ' 
( 5 )  V a b  = - vb, ; v k  = Vb, - vcs ; v = vcs - vas . 

ca 

The electromagnetic torque which is the rate of change of 
energy stored in the airgap can be evaluated by 

Principle of Direct Rotor Flux Control Method 

The basic idea of this method is to  force the rotor flux to  
follow the appropriately given command flux at all states 
within a defined error bound. The command flux Vr* is given 
by (7) and the measured rotor flux $r can be calculated from 
(4) as (8). The error e between the command and measurcd 
value is also shown in (8). 

where we = or + U;, 8 = f(w,+w;)dt and Gr is the peak 
value of the command flux; 

. L r  di, 
'fir = \vs -r,i, - U L ~  -) 

L m  dt 
@-a) 

or 

e,,, = hY: - 'kr)  dr . 
On the other hand, (10) is obtained from (1)-(2), which 

show that the rotor flux can be controlled by the stator vol- 
tages: 

-- _ -  - I + A r  -+-ArVr d q r  rs +-vs(lO) ' r  
d 2 V r  rs +a:rr 

ULS 
dt uL, dt ULS 

The block diagram to regulate the actual flux (and meas- 
ured flux) with the command flux is shown in Fig 2. In this 
block diagram, the hysteresis has the characteristics as 

S state is not chariged - A T r  < e+ <ATr  

e,,, >AVr s+ - s- e,,, -L 0 

E,,, <-AVr s- - s+ E,,, - 0 

where S =FA Se Sc]' . 
This illustration shows that the actual flux is controlled by the 
hysteresis control algorithm and the error between the com- 
mand and actual flux is bound within a small specified value. 
Thus the actual flux has some ripple, however, and if this error 
bound is restricted to  a very small value so that it is negligible, 
the electromagnetic torque can be written as 

3 P+: 

e 2 2 5 .  (11) T =-- 

This equation show that the torque is directly proportional 
to  the slip frequency os, without any delay time because it is 
not only true in steady state but in transient as long as when 
the magnitude of the flux (or command flux) maintains cow 
stant value. In other words, it means that the electromagnetic 
torque is instantaneously generatcd and linearly controlled by 
the slip frequency w,, . 

If it is assumed that the rotor flux are exactly controlled 
with the command value, the stator currents in steady state 
are regulated with 

Fig. 2 Direct rotor flux control scheme 
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Fig. 3 Direct rotor flux control scheme including double hysteresis method 

The measured error of the rotor flux in this system is 
reseted instead of being accumulated at when the hysteresis 
state is changed so that the error exists in a given boundary. 
Besides, the measured flux error can be reduced due to  the 
operation of the feedback because the flux loop is closed. This 
action is thought to  be one of the merits when compared with 
the conventional vector control method and the effect is shown 
well through the simulation results. 

Double Hysteresis Control Method 

In the steady state, the previous section showed that the 
stator currents are controlled by the slip frequency. However 
the ripple current is not bounded to  a value, rather it is deter- 
mined by the input voltage of the inverter, the switching fre- 
quency and the leakage inductance of the induction motor, etc. 
Examining of (lo), we know that the rotor flux equation is 
expressed by the double integral form as for the stator voltage, 
then the rotor flux response which is controlled by the stator 
voltage is delayed. Also the hysteresis interval for the rotor 
flux control must not be less than some value in practical 
implementation. Therefore, the ripple current is increased 
because the inverter switching frequency is limited to some 
value. This problem is a disadvantage of this method, how- 
ever, it can be easily solved by double hysteresis control 
described below. 

A double hysteresis control method is a simultaneous con- 
trol of thc rotor flux and the stator current by means of con- 
trolling the stator voltage. Fig. 3 shows the operation of this 
method. In this block diagram, another hysteresis zone to con- 
trol the stator current is established together with the zone for 
controlling the rotor flux. If the flux error between the com- 
mand and measured values exist in the range of the current 
controllable zone, the hysteresis action for stator current con- 
trol operates. In this case, the stator current command cab be 
written by 

where 

w, = or + os/ 

Besides the upper illustrations, the current ripple is greatly 
reduced without sacrificing the accurate rotor flux control and 
without dynamic loss, if the double hysteresis is used. 

Consideration for Efficient Control 

In the previous sections, it was been shown that the rotor 
flux can be controlled accurately and quickly using the direct 
rotor flux control method. Torque and speed responses can 
also be made fast even when the magnitude of the rotor flux 
is adjusted. 
From this result, it is possible to apply this method to control 

the induction motor efficiently. Therefore this section deals 
with the efficient operation of the induction motor which is 
accomplished by the rotor flux magnitude control without 
dynamic loss. 

i t 3.75 t 
0. 5.0 10.0 7: 

Fig. 4 Flux level and slip frequency for obtaing maximum 
efficiency 
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The rotor flux level should be maintained to its maximum 
value for heavy load, however, the magnitude can be controlled 
at light load, resulting in low the iron losses. For this reason, 
the copper loss which is the dominant loss of the induction 
motor in the controllable region of the rotor flux can be 
obtained from (12) as 

P,oss = 31;'; + 31,!rr (16) 
or 

Plos, =3((us1 /U,  rr)' + l / L i  )rs 4';+3u;3;L/rr . (17) 

Substituting (11) to (16), the loss equation is rearranged as 

PloSs = 3 h ;  + -(rs/u,! 16 + rr)T;4',-' . (18) 

L i  3P2 

From (U),  if the output torque is constant, the loss is a 
function of the rotor flux only. Then the minimum value of 
the loss and the flux magnitude can be determined by solving 
@, setting dP,, s /d4 ' ,  = 0. 

The solution &comes 

8 L  
PlOS* "io = -z/m p L i  T, * (20) 

When the motor operates at its the maximum efficiency, 
the slip frequency is determined by 

-50 W 
I 

From (20) and (21), we know that the loss in this effi- 
cient control is proportional to  the output torque and the slip 
frequency is determined by the motor parameters only. The 
flux level and slip frequency which gives the maximum effi- 
ciency as a function of the output torque are shown in Fig. 4 
where the flux level is limited to  0.47 for non-saturation. 

The addition of the flux magnitude control loop for effi- 
cient control can be hard on the stability. But this problem 
can be easily solved because the fast response of the flux mag- 
nitude control only require when incresing of the flux magni- 
tude. In other words, the flux magnitude for obtaing good 
dynamics directly propertional to  the torque command when the 
torque command is increased, but very slowly reduce when the 
torque command is decrease. This action can be acomplished 
by a peak detector. 

Simulation Results 

Simulations are performed using 5 Hp induction motor 
given in Table 1 and 2 . This induction motor is modeled 
under stationary reference frame in the abc-axis. The drive 
system is constructed using voltage source type PWM inverter. 
Fig. 5 shows the simulation results during an acceleration inter- 
val from 1000 rpm to 1200 rprn when the double hysteresis 
control method is not applied (a) and applied (b) in respec- 
tively. Both Figures show that the rotor flux accurately follow 
the command value throughout the period and the output 
torque is instantaneously controlled with quick speed response. 

v ._ ,. I I * l .  

' l : / j  -26 W 

0 50 

0. 

-0.50 

,I,,/ V i r  1 
0 .N  

0. 

-0.50 

Y l l l l d i l l  

Fig. 5 Simulation results during acceleration and deceleration interval between 1000 rpm and 
1200 rpm when the double hysteresis control is not applied (a) and applied (b) . 
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The only differences (a) and (b) are that the ripple current and 
torque with the double hysteresis control method are much 
smaller than those with the single hysteresis method. 

Fig. 6 shows the phenomenon during abrupt torque com- 
mand change in between 5 Nm and 15 Nm for both double (b) 
and single (a) hysteresis control cases, respectively. In this P.W 

case, it is shown that the flux magnitude is not changed and 
the torque response is also quick. Both cases are almost the 
same exccpt the magnitude of the current and torque ripples. 
As described in section 111, since the hysteresis interval for the 
rotor flux control must not be less than some value in practi- 
cal implementation, the maximum switching frequency is limited 
to  1 K IIr  when the single hysteresis control method is used 
and 5 K Hz when the double is used. In this case, the hys- 

a,', 1,141 

0. 

-32.W 

0.50 

0. 

-0.50 

0.50 

teresis interval AYr  are set to  be the same value of 0.01 . .I.,[",* 

The capability for the maximum efficiency control without 
dynamic loss is illustrated in the previous section. The methods 0. 

4.M I I 
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Fig. 6 Torque response when the torque command is 
abruptly changed for both (a) single (b) double 
hysteresis control case. 
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Fig. 7 (a) Speed and (b) torque response when the flux level is 

controlled as torque command. 
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The paper and ink used in the original material affect the qual@ of the 
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Fig. 8 (a) Speed response when the speed command is 
abruptly changed from 10 to 100 rprn and 100 to  
10 rpm,  (b) Torque response in low speed operation 
(15 rpm 1. 

Table 1 1'3hlC 2 
-. -- 

Nu;:ir - plure niorur duru ;.:u:or rornncrrcr 

5 I I P  r, = 0 .500  

Y - coririccred r, = 0.47Cl 

' m r d  = 220vrated L, =. 77.3nil I  

' r a t d  = 14' L,  = 78.9mI l  

Nrarrd = 1735rpm L, = 16inlI 
Four -pole  

I = 0.1'2 Kg .m2 

- -. . 

U 0 . 0 0 8 2  Kg '111 i / .w~ 

are to  control the rotor flux and the slip frequency as (19) and 
(21) sequencially. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) show the speed and 
torque responses when the flux is controlled by the torque com- 
mand. These results illustrate that the flux is almost instan- 
taneously controlled and the output torque is generated with 
small delay. 

Fig. 8-(a) shows a step response of rotating speed change 
from 10 to  100 rpm for double hysteresis case. This result 
shows that the dynamic performance is very good, even around 
the zero speed. Fig. 8-(b) shows that a torque response in 10 
rprn operation is also good when the torque command is 
abruptly changed. Fig. 9 show the dynamic performance when 
the stator resistance is incresd to 20 % and so the measured 
value of the stator resistance is incorrect. From this result, we 
know that the system is robust in stator resistance variation. 

t f l  

1 %  -I I 

r: r, U ! .  IN". 1 : : i : : : I : 

m u I  

I O  w 

0. 

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.3 I 

Fig. 9 Dynamic characteristics in low speed operation when 
stator resistance is increased. 
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Experimenlal Results 

Expcrimcnts were carried out using 5 hp induction motor 
coupled to a dc-generator which adds to  the shaft inertia. The 
parameters of IM were the same as those used for the simula- 
tion. The experiments also were performed with the double 
hysteresis control method using voltage source type PWM 
inverter. 

Fig. 10 show the oscillograms of the stator voltage and 
the airgap voltage of A-phase when the motor run at 1000 
rpni with half load. The ripple in the airgap voltage is due to 
slightly detuning of the stator paramerers. Although the stator 
parameters are slightly detuned. it is almost not sacrificing of 
the system performance. 

Fig. 11 show the experimcntal results during an accelcra- 
tion and deceleration interval in between 1000 rpm and 1200 
r p m .  Both the stator current and speed are in good agreement 
with simulation result in Fig. 5-(b). Fig. 12 show the spccd 
reversal characteristic when the speed command is ahruptly 
changed from -300 rpni to 300 r p m .  The phase inversion of 
the stator current is also shown in this Figure. Fig. 13 show 
the closed loop response for the abruptly load change in 
between 5 N m  and 15 N m  when the motor runs at 300 r p m .  
The settling time, refered to  speed. is in the range of 100 t0 
150 I l l s  . 

Fig 10 Oscdlograms of thc stator voltage and tho alrgdp 'lg l2 'ped characterstlcs when the 'wed 
command IS abruptly changed from -300 to +300 
rpm 100 mYidlv 

voltage of A-phase when the motor runs at 1000 
rLim 

Fig. 11  Experimental results during acceleration and 
deceleration interval in between 1000 and 1200 rpm 
: 50 riisidii.. 

Fig. 13 Torque response for the abruptly load change in 
between 5 and 15 N m  when the motor runs at 300 
rpm : 100 msidiv.  
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Conclusion REFERENCES 

A direct rotor flux control method to drives the induction 
motor with high performance is proposed and analytically 
described in this paper. This method has many advantages 
such as constant rotor flux even during transient interval, sim- 
ple construction and robustness against parameter variations. 
Also, the system has good dynamics and operates well in near- 
zero speed. Since the rotor flux can be instantly controlled 
without any coupling, the induction motor can be drived with 
reduced field condition at light load. 

One demerit of this system is that the ripple current 
magnitude somewhat higher than that of the CRPWM type if 
single hysteresis control is used. However, the ripple magnitude 
is also successfully reduced by employing double hysteresis con- 
trol method. 
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